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How To Make An Airhose 
 
An air line is required between various components to form a complete shift system. Lines 
required are Dash 4 and Dash 6 as specified by the component spec sheets. No special tools 
are required to construct the lines in most cases, however a set of aluminium dash spanners 
are recommended to avoid scratching the fittings. If these are not available the fittings can be 
protected with a cloth or masking tape.  
 
Measure the required hose lengths between the components and cut the hose to the required 
lengths, when cutting the hose it is suggested that a radiac wheel or sharp 32TPI hacksaw blade 
is used with the hose wrapped tightly with electrical or masking tape to avoid fraying.  
 
Building The Air Lines: 

1. The design of most fittings does not rely on olives or other 
sealing devices, instead the internal shape of the fitting 
forms the seal. It is recommended this type of hose fitting is 
used rather than a type requiring olives or additional sealing 
devices. The fitting is constructed of two components, 
socket and body. Remove the socket from the fitting you 
wish to fit.  

2. Insert the end of the hose into the socket until the hose butts 
against the bottom of the threads then back the hose out 
until there is approx. 1mm gap between the hose end and 
the threads.  

3. Lubricate the threads of the body and inside of the hose with 
light air tool oil or similar.  

4. Holding the hose rather than the socket push the hose and socket onto the body of the 
fitting until the socket threads can be started on the threads of the body.  

5. Once the threads are started using a suitable spanner/s or vice and spanner tighten the 
socket onto the fitting body  

6. Repeat until all hose fittings are installed on the air lines.  
 
 
 
Fitting The Air Lines:  
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1. The air lines should not be installed on or against high temperature components. It is 
good practice to follow other hose runs or wiring loom runs on the vehicle where ever 
possible.  

2. Secure the air lines with cable ties or P clips as appropriate.  
3. When attaching hose fittings to the Compressor, Accumulator or GSS use copperslip if 

required, not Loctite or PTFE tape.  
4. Fittings should not be over tightened onto the Compressor, Accumulator or GSS.  

 


